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PROJECT OVERVIEW

Profile Dimensions/ Requirements

• Dimensions: 19’ x 8’

• Ceiling Height: 6’-3”

• Loft Height: 3’-8”

• Design Requirements: A 
versatile house with 
multipurpose use of space 
combined with an urban style 
incorporated with outdoor 
elements



CONCEPT STATEMENT
The main concept of my design was to create a space that was multi-

functional for a college student’s needs. The student’s style is urban chic 
with accents of the outdoors. With the design I kept the space as an open 
concept while including multiple storage areas and multifunctional non-
architectural elements. I used wood floors throughout the space as well 

as added a brick backsplash in the kitchen to keep with the urban style. To 
bring in the outdoors I used wood shelving in the kitchen, used a hanging 

light fixture made out of twine, and incorporated the color green. I put 
storage underneath the couch, used a projector, and a table that folded 
up to save space on the main floor. In addition with these, I also used a 
loft for the bed, made the bathroom a wet room, and created storage 
space in the loft to save space. I used the space as much as I could and 

created a desk area to create a division of space between the front door 
and the living room. I made sure to create an open kitchen, dining, and 
living space to make the home feel open and big even though there is a 

limited amount of space.  



CONCEPTUAL BOARD
Materials Inspiration



DESIGN PROCESS

•Schematic Design
•Bubble 
Diagrams
•Block Diagrams
•Loose Diagrams
•Final Diagrams

•Study Models

•Drawings
•Elevations
•Perspectives

•Final Model



BUBBLE DIAGRAM #1



BUBBLE DIAGRAM #2



BUBBLE DIAGRAM #3



BUBBLE DIAGRAM #4



BUBBLE DIAGRAM #5



BLOCK DIAGRAM #1



BLOCK DIAGRAM #2



BLOCK DIAGRAM #3



BLOCK DIAGRAM #4



BLOCK DIAGRAM #5



LOOSE DIAGRAM #1



LOOSE DIAGRAM #2



LOOSE DIAGRAM #3



LOOSE DIAGRAM #4



LOOSE DIAGRAM #5



FINAL DIAGRAM #1



FINAL DIAGRAM #2



FINAL DIAGRAM #3



LOOSE ELEVATION #1   LOOSE ELEVATION #2



LOOSE ELEVATION #3     LOOSE ELEVATION #4



FINAL ELEVATION #1      FINAL ELEVATION #2



FINAL ELEVATION #3     FINAL ELEVATION #4



LOOSE PERSEPECTIVE #1   LOOSE PERSPECTIVE #2



FINAL PERSPECTIVE #1  FINAL PERSPECTIVE #2



STUDY MODEL #1



STUDY MODEL #2



FINAL MODEL



FINAL MODEL



FINAL MODEL


